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TRACK SQUAD PREPARING FOR DRAKE RELAY RACES
Coach Jack Watson Getting Men In Condition For Big Event-More Men Needed-Prospects Only Fair-Field Work Starts Soon

The Hawkeye track squad were seen on the smoker track last night for the first time this spring. Their work is the beginning of a large amount of strenuous work for the squad the remainder of the season. With the Drake relay come only two weeks away, the team is forced to undergo a stiff course of training and work in order to be ready to compete with the strong teams which are sure to be there. Already Coach Watson has his hands full as far as prospects are concerned. The work on the field this evening will be in earnest until after the relays have come on April 18.

The track situation this spring is just what it was in February. We would like to be. Inadequate gymnasium facilities together with military drill has actually deferred the work, thus far. Under the circumstances the prospects are as good, or better, than was seen on the cinder track Wednesday night's workout is the beginning of the week's physical work. Already a number of men are forced to take a vacation from the gym. There is a possibility that one or two of these may be ready to compete in the Drake race. work has made the Midwesterners, and that they already have a solid foundation to build on. Prospect Watson has his teams in condition for the Drake relay races which scored such a successful result in the scores at the auditorium to see if. After the performances the men will make a trip over the state in the interest of the cities of Des Moines, Clin- som and Grinnell.

The engineers although greatly satisfied with the performance on the last job will put in more work at the auditorium. As the studios have been practicing since and have added several new features which make the show even more attractive than its first appearance. Among the new features which are to be seasonal popular with the men are: one by Mr. Coburn. During the entire second act he will play the part of an actor called "all genuine mutton; he has put much time on this act and is sure of many laughs. Another feature which has been added to the second act is the football song which scored such a big hit last year's show. The men will be regular in popular songs. Coburn is the principle in this song.

(Please see page four.)

TOAST PROGRAM OF DENVER
GIVEN BY COSMOPIANANS

Professor Benjamin F. Shambaugh will preside as toastmaster at the banquet given by the Cosmopolitan club this evening to President John G. Bowman. The banquet will be held in the Memorial Union room. The time of the dinner is set at 6 o'clock. The program of the dinner will be as follows:

1. “The World Spirit” — Shambaugh
2. “Cosmopolitan Co-eds” — L. G. Guassley
3. “The Little World” — President Thomas MacG. 
4. “Cosmopolitan Student” — Dr. John G. Bowman.

LATIN TEACHERS TO MEET AT UNIVERSITY
Dr. Hale of Chicago University & Other Speakers to Take Part in Conference

Invitations are now being sent out to the teachers of Latin in the high schools and colleges of the state of Iowa to attend a conference of Latin teachers to be held at the university April 9. The conference will be held Thursday evening at 8 o'clock at the liberal arts auditorium.

Many problems of interest to Latin teachers of Latin will be taken up, such as salaries for Latin teachers, the demand for teachers of Latin, the relation of Latin to the so-called "practical" subjects, experiences as a preparation for better positions, the mistletoe and aim of Latin teachers, and other topics.

To lead off the discussions are: Dr. William Gardner Hale, of the department of Latin, Dr. W. A. Johnson, of the college of education at the university of Iowa; C. H. Stroh, of the Shakespearean society; Dr. Frank, of the school of education and manager of the Field museum; and P. F. E. Hargis, of the city. The dinner will be given to the teachers of Latin, and the meeting will probably be held in the high school. The time of the dinner is set for 6 o'clock. The program of the banquet will be as follows:

1. "The World Spirit" — President
2. "Cosmopolitan Co-eds" — L. G. Guassley
3. "The Little World" — President

FULLERTON STUDIO
Professor Fullerton, teacher of voice, has changed the location of his studio. It may now be found in the lower room at Close hall.
New Styles Consist of Vocal Solos and a Varsity Program.
The moving finger writes, and having written moves on. Nor all your pies and ivy may ever learn to count half a line. Nor all your tears wash out a word of it.

So said Omar before this column was thought of.

**PERSONAL**

Delta Gamma! Please write anxiously?  

P. A. T.

**POWER AND PUDDING.** The honorary senior girls' society announces the following pledges:

Miss Curdy Heinecker
Miss Henrietta Horsendon
Miss May Marconick
Miss Arabella Black
Miss Rosalee Buttermilk
Miss Holly Hollochere

Iowa Alpha of Pi Beta Phi.

The motto of the organization is "Three pats, and the diffus is gone."

The yell is "Rah! Rah! Rah! Out of sight."

Speaking of the relative merits of the liberal arts and the dental college, one of the valued Iowa manufacturers remarks that it is a lot better to make bone teeth than bone heads.

Which recalls that one prominent alumnus very fittingly calls the aforesaid college the "LAUDERS WORLD."

**THE SECOND POST**

Dear P. A. T.

We would suggest that the members of the faculty do their fishing elsewhere, when we pay our good money to hear the very good music rendered by the university orchestra. (Signed) One who endeavored to listen.

Considering the fact that the "last in the case, is a new member of the faculty, we will endeavor to over- look this first offense, passing over this with this small bolling out.

All of which raises the question "Are nurses interested in township and county government?"

**AND THE VILLAGE STILL PERS.

Dr. Clarence W. Wason of the department of economics today publicly, before his entire class, expressed the wish that his remarks might not reach this column. "Quitter kindin', Doctor. We'll get you yet, you know, or rather, you don't know, that we have the honor of attending your lectures several times each week."

Good evening, Doctor.

P. A. T.
EVERY young fellow in this town will want to wear one of our Hart Schaffner & Marx Spring Suits; there’s the just right touch of smartness in that style that nobody else gets in clothes; and they’re here for you.

Suits at $20 and $25

You can’t go wrong on a price for such goods.

COAST & SONS

The New Store Way

The Alcestis

One of the most lovely plays of Euripides will be presented—in English—at the Englert Theatre Saturday Evening April 11

Reserved Seats

50c, 75c, $1.00

Reservations may be made now by mail. Send your order and check at once to Manager of Greek Play, Iowa City, stating preference as to location of seats

Nature Makes the Tailor a Necessary Man
Because She Never Duplicates Her Work

In Man-Building...

If we had a million customers, we couldn’t make our clothes from the measurements of any one of them—except yourself. Nature does not repeat. So your tailor, to fit YOU must measure YOU. Every correctly dressed man is a well tailored man. He didn’t buy a made-for-anybody suit.

CLEANING, PRESSING AND REPAIRING NEATLY DONE

All Kinds of Altering on Ladies Garments

KANAK

THE TAILOR

126 SOUTH DUBUQUE STREET

Northwestern Teachers’ Agency

The leading agency for the entire West and Alaska
Write immediately for free circular. Boise, Idaho.